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CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts
Not for children under 3 years
The product is to be assembled
by an adult.

WARNING
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Warranty
All components are warranted by the manufacturer for a period of 30 days 
after the date of purchase by the original owner against defects in materials & 
workmanship under normal use. If it is appropriate to replace your product 
due to specific defects, the manufacturer will replace the purchase with the 
same product or a comparable product.

For specific instructions on how to obtain warranty service for your product, 
please contact Customer Service using the contact information provided.

USA 

Friday        9:00am ~ 4:00pm GMT

+44(0)1952-916-050
Mon - Thu 9:00am ~ 5:00pm GMT

EU/UK

ASIA 

Mon - Sat  9:00am ~ 5:00pm GMT+8
+86(0755)8885-3558.分机号331

Mon - Fri  9:00am ~ 5:00pm GMT+8
+886(2)2556-6268

深圳办公室:

台北辦公室:

support@teamson.com

Mon - Fri  10:00am ~ 2:00pm EST

support@teamson.co.uk

sales_ec@teamson.com

sales_ec@teamson.com

+1(770) 246-4898
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Scan for assembly
instructions.
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** Got questions? 
Please have your product code 
(on the first page of this 
instruction, e.g. TD-12345A) 
and the order number ready,
give us a call or email us 
through our customer care 
support! 

We are always ready to assist 
you!

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
To clean your product, use mild soap and water on adamp cloth, Do not use 
window cleaners or cleaning abrasives as they will scratch the surface and 
could damage the protective coating.
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Exploded Drawing

Scan for assembly
instructions.
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Product Parts

Scan for assembly
instructions.

CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts
Not for children under 3 years
The product is to be assembled
by an adult.

WARNING
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Scan for assembly
instructions.
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Step 1

Step 3 Step 4

Step 2
 Unfold the stroller. Ensure the upper joints have been fastened on 

the top of front tubes (as  shown).
  
 

 

 

A

Fold up the stroller as shown.  Pull up the upper joints until 
tube release two secondary

apart from the top of  

 front  ,    

 

locks to fold   
 up the stroller.



Scan for assembly
instructions.
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Step 5

Step 7 Step 8

Step 6

B
C

A  .      
   

 
 

   .

Insert the foot frame into the holes on top
 

frame
 until they  click into place. 

   B. Assemble the tray on the metal
 

tube of highchair

Highchair after assembling up. 

B
C

Assemble the fabric on the metal tube . Lock up the safety locks as drawing view      .

B
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Scan for assembly
instructions.
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Step 9

Step 11 Step 12

Step 10
Undraw the four feet to four sides  . Revolve the four connectors at 180 degree as shown.

D



Scan for assembly
instructions.
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Step 13

Step 15

Step 14
Revolve the four connectors 
at 180 degree as shown.

Pull up the tape at the middle 
to fold up the playpen.

Wrap the playpen by the mattess 
and then put it into the carrying bag  .


